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WESTERN RECORD 

 OLD WEST SHOOTING SOCIETY 
CHABOT COWBOY SHOOTS - WHERE REAL MEN SHOOT REAL GUNS  

SAN DAB FINISHES YEAR ON TOP - JUST HOW HE LIKES IT!! 
RUBY RAWHIDE TOP COWGIRL, “EASIEST MATCH I HAVE EVER SHOT!” SHE EXCLAIMS. 

JERRY JAMES DOES NOT CLEAN MATCH! 
  

For those who find fault in others work, spelling errors have been left in for their amusement.  

 

CLEAR AND SUNNY SKIES GREET 

SHOOTERS - GLOBAL WARMING 

TO BLAME! 

  
 

NORTHERNERS INVADE LITTLE 

TOWN OF CHABOT!  
 

.22 RIMFIRE NEW CLASS FOR 2012 

ANNOUNCES SASS!!  
 

CARBINE FIBER SINGLE ACTION 

GUARANTEED TO IMPROVE TIME 

BY .0023695 SECONDS!   
 
My Favorite Things. 

 

Whiskey in glasses and Saloon girls on tables 

Big giant targets and warm shotgun barrels 

A big gun safe full of shinny things 

These are a few of my favorite things! 

 

Six guns a-blazen and crisp rings on metal 

Shotguns and knockdowns and rifles with peep 

sights 

Colts that shoot straight loaded with bling 

These are a few of my favorite things! 

  

Cowgirls in white dresses with sixguns on hips 

Black powder that goes boom and hangs in the 

air      

45-70's that make a load bing 

These are a vew of my favorite things! 

 

When hung over, when can’t shoot straight 

When I’m feeling sad 

I simply remember my favorite things 

and then I don’t feel so bad! 

 

      Ok no more poetry for the rest of the year. 

 Merry Xmas to all and hope you had a good 

holiday.  Had a great year (no one got killed so 

our records still clean - yea).  Shortened the 

match because of the threat of rain which never 

appeared so got done on time and retired to the 

bar. 

     San Dab prevailed and beat Salt Pork by a 

mere 8 seconds.  Buck is back with a vengance 

taking third overall.  Rillito Red rode in from 

New Mexico and could not get used to them close 

targets but gotta a 6
th
 overall (this ain’t no pussy 

SASS match).   

Also, a gang of Northerners visited the town and 

there was nary a 97 amoungst them but they did 

alright with them antique side by side shotguns. 

     Next match is the 15
th
 so will see you there. 

 Will figure out the 2011 winners soon and will 

get them awards before 2016. 

Thanks to all that move the steel about. 

 

WILL COONER SAVES TRAIN 

SHIPMENT!!  
Stage one 

     Wide was the fame of the Will’s Stages 

and splendid were his goings and comings. Of 

course he carried matter for Wells Fargo, and so it 

befell that one noontime he set out from Chabot 

on the San Francisco run with six horses, five 

passengers and $30,000 in minted gold to pay off 

the mill workers at the end of the haul. 

     The daylight hours passed pleasantly.  The 

weather was more than clement, the company 

aboard the stage was entirely masculine and so 

provided none of the inconveniences to its 

conduct implicit in female fares, and one of the 

travelers, Buckaroo Long, who was, perhaps by 

shrewd selection, invited by the driver to share 

the box, was provided with a square-faced bottle 

of Hoot’s Medford rum from far-off 

Massachusetts, no common fare in Chabot. 

     Not until nightfall, when all his passengers 

were sleeping soundly under Buffalo robes in the 

interior of the coach, did the Will think of 

danger.  Then, just before moonrise and as the 

Concord was climbing a steep reverse curve, 

there came out of the darkness the accustomed 

hail and command to “throw down that box.” 

     Without hesitation the Will aimed a 

swinging blow with his buckskin lash at the 

near-wheel horse and in the same movement 

drew a his Colt revolver from his cloak.  There 

was a roar as of cannon fire from the Colt. The 

horses leapt as though the devil was driving, the 

Concord lurched with terrifying abruptness, and 

the answering gunfire from the ditch lodged hot 

lead in the expensive painting on the door 

representing the Lakes of Killarney in 

springtime.  The passengers cowered on the 

floor, sharing the remains of the Hoot rum, and 

the entire entourage thundered off into the dark 

with Wells Fargo treasure intact and no great 

damage done.  Whew, that was quite a stage 

ride (an actual event by the famous stage driver 

Jim Miller). 
     Tops was Sand Dab followed by Buck, 

Salt Pork Steve, and Rowdy Yates. 
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IF YOU NEED COWBOY SHOOTING SUPPLIES IN THE 
SAN MATEO AREA LOOK UP FRANK TABOR, A.K.A. I. 

M. NOBODY OF TABOR GUNS 
415/589-0505 

471 El Cameno Real 
SAN BRUNO  

SPONSOR OF RANGE WAR 95, 96, & 97. 
 
  

HICKS MOUNTAIN HONEY 

BLAZES THOUGH FIFTEEN 

RUSTLERS!!! 
Stage two 

     Hick Mountain Honey got her handle from 

owning, and operating, one of the largest Bee 

ranches west of the Mississippi (only 78942 

acres - give or take) Hicks honey operation was 

big money so when faced with 15 honey rustlers 

she just smiled and said, “Boys you should not  

bring a knife to a gunfight, and if you should 

have brought more than 15 men.”   

    With her trusty side by side 12 gage and 

two sixshooters, Hicks faced down the gang of 

honey thieves.  Asking them to put up their 

irons, the gang made the mistake of going for 

the smoke wagons.  In less that a minute Betty 

Lou laid waste to the gang and saved her honey. 

    

    Hick Mountain was clean and 14
th
 overall. 

 First was Salt Pork Steve followed by Sand 

Dab, and Two Shot George. 

 
 

GOLDEN GATE  WESTERN WEAR 

Hey!!, Major DeBacle is the proprietor of the 

fine Western Wear Store, and if He don't have 

it, He can Probably find It.  Located in 

Pleasant Hill and San Pablo. 
SPONSOR OF RANGE WAR 95, 96, & 97. 

10% OFF FOR COWBOY SHOOTERS 
 
   

IMA GONER CLEANS UP THE 

TOWN!! 
Stage three 

    After a long night at the poker table Ima 

was ahead by a pretty large margin.  As the 

last hand was being dealt the table limits were 

removed so this was all or nothing.  Not 

trusting the players at the table Ima kept a close 

eye on the deal.  After the betting rounds and 

draw Ima suspected he was be dealt seconds when 

the betting between two of the players started to 

get high.  With the betting done Ima showed to 

full boat, kings over, and appeared to be beat by 

another boat with aces over.  The only problem 

was with all the hands showing there was too 

many aces.  Drawing her “45" Ima declared his 

hand was the “power”.   Some confederates of 

the crocked gamblers started to come to the rescue 

of their covered friends so Ima let’m have it  - 

with her rifle and pistol.  When the smoke 

cleared Ima was indeed the winner.    

     Ima Goner took 12
th
 overall.  First was 

Tully Mars in 9.08 seconds, he was followed by 

Salt Pork, El Passo, and Rough “N” Ready. 

     
IF YOU NEED COWBOY SHOOTING SUPPLIES IN THE 

SACRAMENTO AREA LOOK UP GERRY RENVILLE, OR DICK 
PRICE, AKA DIRTY DICK, OF RANCHO CORDOVA GUNS, 

916/635-7214 
1951 ZINFINDAL DRIVE 

RANCHO CORDOVA 

SPONSOR OF RANGE WAR 96 & 97      
  

BUCKAROO LONG & BLUERIDGE 

KIDD  “CLEAN” OUT SALOON!! 
Stage four 

    Not known for their drinking abilities (see 

this is fiction), Buckaroo and Blueridge  were 

knocking “down” a few whiskeys, trading war 

stories about the good ol days of knock down 

targets, real black powder, hammered side by 

sides, and 45-70 Winchesters, when a group of 

men in the back of the saloon told them to “Hold 

it down, quit living in the past and get with the 

program.  We cowboys shoot small caliber 

sixguns and rifles with just enough powder.  The 

targets are big and close we don’t have to aim.”  

     Buckaroo and Blueridge turned red with 

rage, and downing one more whiskey, with stern 

expressions on there faces, slowing turned on the 

hecklers.  With their .45's on their hips, coach 

guns held loosely at their sides they grinned at the 

group of “newbies” and warned them not to mess 

with real cowboys shooting real guns.   

     The load mouths looked hesitant but were 

sure that they could take these slightly inebriated 

old timers.  The group spread out getting ready to 

“draw down”.  This was all Buckaroo & 

Blueridge needed.  Demonstrating their skill 

with firearms the two fired over 40 rounds and 

didn’t hit a thing.  After the smoked cleared the 

offending cowboys were no where to be seen and 

Buckaroo and Blueridghe could add another tale 

to their resume. 

  

SHOOTS FOR THIS YEAR 

CHABOT 
REGULAR SHOOT DATES: 

Third Sunday of every odd month. 

 

YOLO 

First Sunday of Every Month. 

VERIFY WITH THE RIVER 

CITY REGULATORS!!!!!!!! 

 

HIGH SIERRA SHOOT 

Memorial Day Weekend May  
 

RICHMOND ROUGHRIDERS.  They are SASS 

matches and they are on the following days; the 2nd 

Sunday even months (practice match 2nd Saturday, 

odd months) 

Richmond CA 

 

WELL THAT'S IT UNTIL NEXT 

TIME.. 

"CREDO QUIA ABSURDUM" 
 


